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RV SnapPad Announces Latest Permanent Jack Pads for Travel Trailers

SnapPad has released their latest product line for towables and travel trailers.

MISHAWAKA, Ind. (PRWEB) November 17, 2020 -- Origen RV Accessories is excited to announce their
latest permanent jack pad product lineup for towables and travel trailers, SnapPad Mini Square 5 and XTRA
Square 6.

Made for 5.5” and 6” square stabilizer feet, these mark the first product collections made specifically for travel
trailers, where Origen normally focused on permanent jack pads for Fifth Wheels and Motorhomes.

Devon Wilson, COO at Origen RV Accessories, said: “We’re excited to finally offer versions for towables
other than Fifth Wheels. We’ve had thousands of requests for SnapPads for stabilizers and these two are the
first of multiple new designs.”

Airstream owners were front-of-mind when creating these products for Origen, as they were a market segment
that was left untouched for permanent jack pads since their inception in 2015. The new product collections are
compatible with a variety of other makes and models.

When asked about bringing the new SnapPad products to market, Kurt Forsman, President of The Derema
Group, said: “We’re really excited to bring the new SnapPad products to our dealer network. We’ve already
seen great interest in introducing SnapPad’s existing product lineup to wholesalers, and feel these new products
will continue that momentum for travel trailer owners.”

Mini Square 5 and XTRA Square 6 retail for $109.95 and can be purchased in sets of four. For further product
information or compatibility, visit rvsnappad.com.
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Contact Information
Devon Wilson
RV SnapPad
http://rvsnappad.com
+1 403-831-9416

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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